Hawk Advanced Jet Trainer

Each aircraft carries software linked to a ‘live network’ - just as game-players link in battle across games consoles.

Advanced software computes the outcomes of the student’s battle actions.

Twin-seat Hawk AJTs carry instructors who can add new threats to the mission-mix at any time.

Cockpit display screens show the position of real and ‘virtual’ aircraft and threats.

Cockpit display screens and instrumentation performance can be configured to mirror Typhoon, F-35 Lightning II or other fast-jet fighters.

BAE Systems in the Sultanate of Oman

BAE Systems has a long history of working with the Sultanate of Oman. Within the air sector, over the last 60 years, we have delivered various aircraft to meet the needs of the Royal Air Force of Oman, some of these are illustrated below.
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